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Abstract
After giving general metalogical axioms characterizing re ection in general logics in
terms of the notion of a universal theory  this paper species a nitely presented
universal theory for rewriting logic and gives a detailed proof of the claim made
in  that rewriting logic is re ective The paper also gives general axioms for
the notion of a strategy language internal to a given logic Exploiting the fact
that rewriting logic is re exive a general method for dening internal strategy
languages for it and proving their correctness is proposed and is illustrated with an
example The Maude language has been used as an experimental vehicle for the
exploration of these techniques They seem quite promising for applications such
as metaprogramming and module composition logical framework representations
development of formal programming and proving environments supercompilation
and formal verication of strategies
  Introduction
Re ection is a very desirable property of computational systems because a re
 ective system can access its own metalevel and can in this way be much more
powerful  exible and adaptable than a nonre ective one Many researchers
have recognized the great importance and usefulness of re ection in program
ming languages 	

 in theoremproving 


	
in concurrent and distributed computation 
 and in many other ar
eas such as compilation programming environments operating systems fault
tolerance and databases see 

 for recent snapshots of research in re ec
tion
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The goal of this paper is to prove in detail the claim made in  namely
that rewriting logic is re ective We then use this fact to provide semantic
foundations for internal strategy languages in rewriting logic that is lan
guages that control the computations of rewrite theories but that are them
selves denable within rewriting logic
Since the eld of re ection has a wealth of important examples but a
dearth of general formalismindependent semantic foundations the notion of
re ective logic typically is not dened formally but is instead illustrated by
example Under such circumstances a mathematical proof of our claim is not
even a meaningful concept Therefore we must rst make precise what we
mean by a re ective logic as an essential prerequisite to the statement and
proof of our claim For this purpose we summarize in Section  the metalogical
axioms of re ection based on the theory of general logics that we proposed in

The key idea is that a class C of theories in a logic is re ective if we can
nd inside the class a universal theory U that can simulate all other theories in
the class in the sense that there is a function called a representation function
    
 
T C
fTg  senT   senU
such that for each T  C    senT 
T     U   T   
For rewriting logic the class C of interest is that of all nitely presentable
theories that is theories with a nite signature and a nite set of axioms
We construct a nitely presentable rewrite theory U and prove the above
equivalence
The correctness of U can then be used to provide semantic foundations for
another topic of great importance in rewriting logic namely strategies that
can be used to control the rewriting process Since the rules in rewrite theory
need not be ChurchRosser and may not terminate the need for controlling the
rewrites is much stronger than for functional programs The great opportunity
oered by re ection is to make such strategies internal to rewriting logic This
means that strategies can themselves be dened by rewrite rules and can be
reasoned about inside the logic
Again to make this concept precise not just for rewriting logic but for
a logic in general in Section  we give a somewhat simpler version of the
general formalismindependent notion of strategy already proposed in 
Basically an internal strategy language is a theorytransforming function S
that sends each theory T to another theory ST  whose deductions simulate
controlled deductions of T  In Section  we discuss re ection in rewriting logic
and give a general method for dening internal strategy languages in a sound
and extensible manner These ideas have been applied to Maude that is an
explicitly re ective rewriting logic language 
In the concluding remarks we discuss several promising application areas
that re ection and internal strategies open up for rewriting logic languages

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 Reection in General Logics
We give here a brief summary of the notion of a universal theory in a logic and
of a re ective entailment system introduced in  These notions axiomatize
re ective logics within the theory of general logics  We focus here on the
simplest case namely entailment systems However re ection at the proof
calculus levelwhere not only sentences but also proofs are re ectedis also
very useful the adequate denitions for that case are also in 
For our present purposes it will be the notions of syntax of entailment sys
tem proposed in  that play a crucial role We present below in summarized
form the axioms characterizing these notions The axioms use the language of
category theory but do not require any acquaintance with categories beyond
the basic notions of category functor and natural transformation
  Syntax
Syntax can typically be given by a signature  providing a grammar on which
to build sentences For rst order logic a typical signature consists of a list
of function symbols and a list of predicate symbols each with a prescribed
number of arguments which are used to build up the usual sentences It
is enough to assume that for each logic there is a category Sign of possible
signatures for it and a functor sen assigning to each signature  the set
sen of all its sentences We call the pair Sign  sen a syntax 
   Entailment systems
For a given signature  in Sign entailment also called provability of a
sentence   sen from a set of axioms   sen is a relation    
which holds if and only if we can prove  from the axioms  using the rules
of the logic We make this relation relative to a signature
In what follows jCj denotes the collection of objects of a category C
De nition   An entailment system is a triple E  Sign  sen   such
that

Sign  sen is a syntax

  is a function associating to each   jSignj a binary relation  
 

Psen sen called entailment such that the following properties
are satised

 reexivity for any   sen fg  
 

 monotonicity if   
 
 and 

  then 

 
 

 transitivity if   
 

i
 for all i  I and  	 f
i
j i  Ig  
 
 then
  
 

  translation if   
 
 then for any H   

in Sign we have
senH  
 
 
senH  
De nition   Given an entailment system E  its categoryTh of theories
has as objects pairs T    with  a signature and   sen A theory
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morphism H     

 

 is a signature morphism H    

such
that if    then 

 
 
 
senH
A theory morphism H     

 

 is called axiompreserving if
it satises the condition that senH  

 This denes a subcategory
Th

with the same objects as Th but with morphisms restricted to be axiom
preserving theory morphisms  
Note that we can extend the functor sen to a functor on theories by taking
sen   sen Note that we have also a functor thm  Th

 Set
associating to each theory T    the set thmT   f  sen j   
 
g
of its theorems
  Universal theories and reective entailment systems
A re ective logic is a logic in which important aspects of its metatheory can
be represented at the object level in a consistent way so that the object
level representation correctly simulates the relevant metatheoretic aspects
Two obvious metatheoretic notions that can be so re ected are theories and
the entailment relation   This leads us to the notion of a universal theory
However universality may not be absolute but only relative to a class C of
representable theories Typically for a theory to be representable at the object
level it must have a nitary description in some waysay being recursively
enumerableso that it can be represented as a piece of language
De nition  Given an entailment system E and a set of theories C  jThj
a theory U is Cuniversal if there is a function called a representation function
    
 
T C
fTg  senT   senU
such that for each T  C    senT 
T     U   T   
If in addition U  C then the entailment system E is called Creective  
Note that in a re ective entailment system since U itself is representable
representation can be iterated so that we immediately have a re ective
tower
T     U   T     U   U   T      
 Reection in Rewriting Logic
In this section we give the rules of deduction for rewriting logic dene a
universal theory for a class of nitely presentable rewrite theories and prove
the correctness of such a theory establishing that indeed it satises all the
formal requirements that we have stated for a re ective logic in Denition 
 Rewriting logic
A signature in rewriting logic is a pair   E formed by a ranked alphabet
 of function symbols and a set E of equations Given a signature   E

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sentences of the logic are sequents of the form t
E
 t


E
 where t and
t

 are Eequivalence classes of terms A theory in this logic called a rewrite
theory is a triple

T    E  R with   E a signature and R a set of
sequents called the rewrite rules of T 
Given a rewrite theory T  we say that T entails a sequent t  t

 and
write T   t  t

 i t  t

 can be obtained by nite application of
the following rules of deduction To indicate that fx

       x
n
g is the set of
variables occurring in either t or t

 we write tx

       x
n
  t

x

       x
n

also twx denotes the simultaneous substitution of w
i
for x
i
in t

 Reexivity For each t  T
  E
X
t  t
 Congruence For each f  
n
 n  IN
t

  t


    t
n
  t

n

ft

       t
n
  ft


       t

n

 Replacement For each rewrite rule tx

       x
n
  t

x

       x
n
 in
T 
w

  w


    w
n
  w

n

twx  t



w

x
 Transitivity
t

  t

 t

  t


t

  t


Lemma  Given a theory   E  R t t

 T
 

  E  R   t
E
 t


E
   
  R 	

E
	

E
   t  t

 
where by denition

E
 ft

 t

j t

 t

 Eg

E
 ft

 t

j t

 t

 Eg
  A universal theory for rewriting logic
In this section we introduce a theory U and a representation function    
for encoding pairs consisting of a rewrite theory T in C and a sentence in
it as sentences in U  for C the class of unconditional and unsorted nitely
presentable rewrite theoriesthat is theories whose ranked alphabet and set
of rules are all nite
Without any essential loss of generality we assume that the syntax of
those theories is given by operators and variables that are strings of ASCII
characters We also assume that all such theories have standard parenthesized
notation However to ease readability in the particular case of the theory U 
we will adopt some extra notational conventions
Moreover for the sake of simplicity using Lemma 
 we will consider the
equations in a theory T in C as bidirectional sequents

In the standard treatment of rewriting logic	 rules in a rewrite theory T have labels in
a set L and are written l  t   t
 
 We omit labels in the present version to simplify the
exposition All that we say below has a straightforward extension to the labelled case

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We rst introduce the ranked alphabet 
U
of operation symbols of U and
brie y explain how a representation function for U can be dened Then we
give the set E
U
of equations and the set R
U
of rules of U 
The operation symbols of 
U
are as follows


ASCII 	 f     g where ASCII denotes the set of ASCII characters


 f opf g   varf g g


 f                               
  

   h   i g


 f  h   i g


 f  h       i g
To ease readability we adopt the following notational convention the oc
currence of n underbar characters in an nary operator of 
U
allows us to
display the corresponding expressions with mixx syntax adding parenthe
ses when necessary Thus for the operator  we write X  Y instead
of  X  Y  Also we use in 
U
some characters that are not strings of
ASCII characters
We next dene a representation function     for encoding pairs consist
ing of a nitely presentable rewrite theory T and a sentence in it as sentences
in U 
    
 
T C
fTg  senT   senU 
The denition of     is given in a topdown fashion This will make
clear the intended meaning of most of the operation symbols of 
U
 Note
that to ease readability we recursively dene the representation of theories
rules terms etc using an overloaded function symbol  

For T  C a nitely presentable rewrite theory and t  t

a sentence in
T  T   t  t

  T   t  T   t



For T a rewrite theory  R  C such that V is the nite set of variables
appearing in the rules R T  hV  Ri

For V a set of variables fv

       v
n
g V  v

     v
n
 for V an empty set
V  

For R a set of rewrite rules fr

       r
n
g R  r

     r
n
 for R an empty set
R  

For r a rewrite rule t  t

 r  t t



For A a set of assignments w

x

       w
n
x
n
 A  w

 x

    w
n
 x
n

for A an empty set A  

For t a term ft

       t
n
 f  
n
 n 	  t  opf

fgt

     t
n
 for t a term
c c  

 t  opfcg and for t a term v v  Var  t  varfvg Note
that we have assumed that all operators and variables are strings of ASCII
characters

For a string of ASCII characters l  a
 
a

   a
n


l  a

a

    a
n

We next introduce the set E
U
of equations

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x   x   x
x y z  x y z
Therefore the operation symbol    is declared associative with  as its
identity element
We next introduce by groups the set R
U
of rules and explain their intended
meaning As we shall prove later U itself belongs to the class C of nitely
presentable rewrite theories and with the representation function     makes
the entailment system of rewriting logic re ective This means that U reies
the entailment relation and that the operation symbols equations and rules
of U can be seen as a specication in rewriting logic of its own rules of de
duction including the congruence and replacement rules The re exivity and
transitivity rules of deduction for a theory T  C are directly mirrored by the
re exivity and transitivity rules of deduction for U 
Note that rewriting logic has also a proof calculus 
 By extending the
denition of U along the lines of 
 so as to make explicit and reify the
proofs built up by the deduction process one can similarly exhibit a nitely
presentable universal theory U

making the proof calculus of rewriting logic
Cre ective as dened in 
To ease readability variables in the rules appear in italics this is shorthand
notation for the convention that all variables are character strings beginning
with a quote and having length at least two so that no ambiguity may ever
arise with the ASCII characters themselves that are constants of 
U
 We also
introduce the notation t  t

to indicate a bidirectional rule that is a pair
of rules t  t

and t

 t
To reify the rule of congruence we will use contexts and potential re
dexes In fact our idea is to use contexts and redexes to combine the rules
of congruence and replacement As a result a step of reied replacement will
be taken in any subterm of a reied subject term In particular we use the
ASCII character  and the operation symbol    in 
U
 In rule 
 below
we use these operation symbols to decompose a term t to be rewritten into a
context and a potential redex The intended meaning of rules 
 is to indicate
the subterm t

of t in which a step of rewriting will be attempted
tu pl ql

 l



 tu pl  l

 ql


To reify the rule of replacement we have rst to reify the condition for
its application Given a rule t

x

       x
n
  t

x

       x
n
 a replacement
can be made in a term t i t  t

wx We use the rule  below to set
aside a matching problem between the lefthand side of a rule and a potential
redex For that we have introduced in 
U
the operation symbol   h       i 
The rst argument of   h       i is a pair formed by a rewrite theory
and a term decomposed into a context and a potential redex to which the
matching problem is related the second and third arguments are the lefthand
side of a rule and the potential redex respectively We will use the operation
symbols  and    in 
U
during the matching process of any two terms
to simultaneously decompose both in a similar way that  and    are
used in rule 
 But in addition  will divide the lists of subterms of any

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terms being matched into a list of subterms already matched and a list of
subterms that have to be matched Note that rule  sets to empty the lists of
subterms already matched of the lefthand side of the rule and the potential
redex The fourth argument consists of a pair built up with the operation
symbol     The rst element of this pair represents a set of assignments
and the second a set of variables As we will see below this argument is
needed to handle the case of nonlinear lefthand sides in which a variable can
have several occurrences Note that rule  sets to empty the initial set of
assignments and sets the initial set of variables to the set of variables of the
theory Finally the fth argument is the righthand side of the selected rule
As we shall see below this allows us to continue the reied replacement process
without having to keep track of the rule that we have selected
h v   r p

l

  q r

iu pl


h v   r p

l

  q r

i

u pl  h p

 l

    p l   v   qi
The matching problem between any terms t and t

will be handled by
rules ! below As expected they will try to come out with a set of assign
ments A such that t substituted by A is equal to t

 The reied matching
process can be seen as a recursive process trying to identify t and t

while
keeping track of their dierences in A In particular the rules  and  indi
cate that any terms with the same top operator will match only if all their
subterms match and the matching of these subterms will be attempted from
left to right To handle the case of nonlinear lefthand sides we use the pair
AV  The idea is to keep the set A of variables already assigned and the set V
of variables not yet assigned disjoint from each other Note that the initial set
V is the set of variables in the theory When in the reied matching process
we reach the base case of matching a variable x
i
and a term t we consider
two cases rule  when x
i
is in V  and rule  when x
i
is in the set of variables
in A because x has already been encountered in another occurrence during
the matching We use the operation symbol    in 
U
to indicate that
a subterm has been succesfully matched Then rule  simultaneously inserts
the subterms successfully matched at the end of the corresponding list
z  hu opfsgl  p

l

 l

   u opfsgl  pl l

   av   qi


z  hu opfsgl  l

 p

 l

   u opfsgl  l

 p l   av   qi
z  hu varfxg    u p l   av varfxg v

   qi


z  hu pl   u pl   pl  varfxg av v

   qi
z  hu varfxg    u p l   a pl  varfxg a

v   qi


z  hu pl   u pl   a pl  varfxg a

v   qi
z  hu opfsgl    u opfsgl    av   qi


z  hu opfsgl   u opfsglav   qi
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z  hu opfsgl  l

 p   u opfsgl  l

 p   av   qi


z  hu opfsgl p  l

   u opfsgl p  l

   av   qi
A matching process is terminated using rule 	 below Note that this rule
can only be applied when the matching process has been succesful that is
when after a number of applications of the rules ! a potential redex t has
been made equal to the lefthand side of a rule t

 and A has become the set
of assignments such that t

substituted by A is equal to t
z  h p    p   av   p

l

i
	
 z  h p

 l

   ai
An application of rule 	 changes the matching task into a replacement
task For that we have introduced in 
U
the operation symbol   h   i 
The rst argument of   h   i is a pair formed by a rewrite theory an a term
decomposed into a context an a redex the second argument is the righthand
side t

of a rule whose lefthand side has been succesfully matched with the
redex the third argument is the set A of assignments resulting from this
matching process A replacement task is carried out as a twophase process
the rst phase consists in applying the substitution A to t

 and the second
consists in the actual replacement using the result of this substitution
The application of the substitution A to the term t

is performed by rules !

 below and follows the same recursive style as the matching process
z  hu opfsgl  ql

 l

   ai


 z  hu opfsgl  l

 q l

   ai
z  hu varfxg    a p  varfxg a

i


z  hu p   a p  varfxg a

i
z  hu opfsgl    ai

 z  hu opfsgl   ai
z  hu opfsgl  l

 p   ai

 z  hu opfsgl p  l

   ai
Finally the actual replacement is handled in the expected way by rule 

below
t

u p  h p

   ai

 tu p


 Correctness of the universal theory
In this section we prove that the representation function     makes the
theory U a Cuniversal theory for C the class of unconditional and unsorted
nitely presentable rewrite theories We also assume that for any rule t  t

in T  C vart

  vart Thus the main result will be the following
Theorem  For any theory T    
  R  C t  t

 T
 

T   t  t

 U   T   t  t



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This theorem will be proved by structural induction on rewriting logic proofs
Consider now the following rules of deduction


 SCongruence For each f  
n
 n  IN
t
i
 t

i
ft

       t
i
  t
i
  t
i
       t
n
  ft

       t
i
  t

i
  t
i
       t
n



 SReplacement For each rewrite rule tx

       x
n
  t

x

       x
n
 in
T 
tw

x

       w
n
x
n
  t

w

x

       w
n
x
n

Lemma  Any sequent derivable by the rules 
! can be derived by the
rules f
  

  

  g
Given a theory T  C a rewrite t  t

is called a onestep rewrite if and
only if it can be derived from T by nite application of the rules 
!

!

 with
at least one application of the rule 

 We say that a term is irreducible if and
only if there does not exit any onestep rewrite t  t

 Finally we say that
a term ft

       t
n
 is only reducible at the top if and only if t
i
is irreducible
for 
  i  n
Lemma  For any rule tx

       x
n
  t

x

       x
n
 in U  and any sub
stitution w

x

       w
n
x
n
 such that w
i
is irreducible for 
  i  n then
t

w

x

       w
n
x
n
 is only reducible at the top
As a corollary we can state the following lemma
Lemma  Any rewrite t  t

derivable in U by the rules 
! and such
that t is only reducible at the top can be derived in U by the rules f
  

  g
In particular any rewrite t  t

derivable in U by the rules f
  

  g will be
an instance of a path in the following automaton where a label l in an arc
indicates a sreplacement rewrite with rule l From now on the metavariable
e possibly primed and"or subindexed ranks over the set of irreducible terms
in U
 

e
t
e
p
 

 





e
t

e
p
 he
p
 
  e
p
  
  e
v
  e
q
i
 
	
 



!
e
t

e
p
 he
q
  e
a
i
 




 



!

In order to prove the direction  in Theorem  we prove rst several
technical lemmas
For any terms e
u
 e
v
 we write e
u
 e
v
if and only if either e
u
  or e
u

e
u
 
 e  e
v
 e
v
 
 e  and e
u
 
 e
v
 
 Also for any terms e
u
 e
v
such that
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e
u
 e
v

e
v
 e
u






e
v
if e
u
 
e
v
 
 e
u
 
if e
v
 e
v
 
 e  and e
u
 e
u
 
 e 
Lemma 	 Given a rewrite Te
u
 t   Te
u
 
 t

 then for any term
e
v
such that e
u
 e
v
 there is a rewrite Te
v
 t   Te
v
 
 t

 such that
e
u
 
 e
v
 
and e
v
 e
u
 e
v
 
 e
u
 

Proof By Lemma  Te
u
 t   Te
u
 
 t

 is a composition of n
rewrites of any of these forms

 Te
u
 opf

fg t

     t
i
 t
i
 t
i
     t
n
 


Te
u
 opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t
i
 
 Te
u
 opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t
i



Te
u
 opf

fg t

     t
i
 t
i
 t
i
     t
n
   or
 Te
u
 t 


	



 Te
u
 t

 
where from now on #
 and 
 indicate a sreplacement rewrite with rule 

from left to right and from right to left respectively also  indicates se
quential composition of rewrites It is easy to prove that given a rewrite
Te
u
 t   Te
u
 
 t

 of the form 
  or  for any term e
v
such
that e
u
 e
v
 there is a rewrite Te
v
 t   Te
v
 
 t

 such that e
u
 
 e
v
 
and e
v
 e
u
 e
v
 
 e
u
 
 Then applying transitivity n 
 times we obtain the
desired result  
Lemma 
 For any theory T    
  R in C f  
n
 t

       t
n
 T
 
 for
any 
  i  n if there is a rewrite T   t
i
   t

i
 then there is a
rewrite
T   opf

fg t

     t
i
 t
i
 t
i
     t
n
  
T   opf

fg t

     t
i
 t

i
 t
i
     t
n
 
Proof The following is a rewrite in U 
T   opf

fg t

     t
i
 t
i
 t
i
     t
n
 


T   opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t
i



T   opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t

i



T   opf

fg t

     t
i
 t

i
 t
i
     t
n
  
where the rewrite 
 exists by Lemma   
From now on we assume that for any set of assignments A  wx w
i
 T
 

for 
  i  n Also given a set of assignments A varA is the set of variables
assigned in A Finally for any sets of assignments A A

 we write AA

if
and only if for any terms t  T
 
X t

 T
 
 if t

 tA

 then t

 tAA


In particular if AA

 then for any assignment a  A

 A 	 fagA


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Lemma  For any set of assignments A and any set of variables V  given
a rewrite
e
z
 he
p
  e
p
 
  AV   e
q
i


 e
z
 he
p
 
  e
p

  A

V

  e
q
i 
then A  A


Lemma  Given a theory T    
  R in C t  T
 
X t

 T
 
 and
t

 twx then for any set of assignments A and any set of variables V 
such that varA V  
 x  varA	 V  and Awx there is a rewrite
e
z
 he
u
 t    e
u
 t

    AV   e
q
i 
e
z
 he
u
 t

   e
u
 t

   A

V

  e
q
i
such that t

 tA

 varA

  V

 
 x  varA

 	 V

 and A

wx
where from now on for any t  T
 
X such that t  e
p
e
l
 t  e
p
  e
l

Proof By structural induction on t

 t  c for c  

 t

 cwx Then the following is a rewrite in U
e
z
 he
u
 c    e
u
 c    AV   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 c    e
u
 c    AV   e
q
i 
such that c  cA
 t  x
i
 w
i
 x
i
wx  w
i
 We have to consider two subcases
a x
i
 V  Then the following is a rewrite in U
e
z
 he
u
 x
i
    e
u
 w
i
    AV   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 w
i
   e
u
 w
i
   A 	 fw
i
x
i
gV  fx
i
g   e
q
i 
such that w
i
 x
i
A 	 fw
i
x
i
g varA 	 fw
i
x
i
g  V  fx
i
g  

x  varA 	 fw
i
x
i
g 	 V  fx
i
g and A 	 fw
i
x
i
gwx
b x
i
 varA By assumption Awx Then the following is a
rewrite in U
e
z
 he
u
 x
i
    e
u
 w
i
    AV   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 w
i
   e
u
 w
i
   AV   e
q
i 
with w
i
 x
i
A
 t  ft

       t
n
 f  
n
 n 	  t

 ft


       t

n
 t

i
 t
i
wx for

  i  n Then the following is a rewrite in U 
e
z
 he
u
 opf

fg t

     t
n
    e
u
 opf

fg  t


     t

n
    AV   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 opf

fg t


     t

n
      e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

n
      A

V

  e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 opf

fg t


     t

n
    e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

n
    A

V

  e
q
i 
where the rewrite  is a composition of n rewrites of the form
e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
  t
i
     t
n
   
e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
  t

i
     t

n
    A
i
V
i
  e
q
i


e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
      t
n
  t
i
   
e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
      t

n
  t

i
    A
i
V
i
  e
q
i

i

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e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
      t
n
  t

i
  
e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
      t

n
  t

i
   A

i
V

i
  e
q
i


e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
 t

i
      t
n
   
e
u
 opf

fg t


     t

i
 t

i
      t

n
    A

i
V

i
  e
q
i 
where by induction hypothesis the rewrite 
i
exists for 
  i  n and
is such that t

i
 t
i
A

i
 varA

i
  V

i
 
 x  varA

i
 	 V

i
 A

i
wx
Note also that by Lemma 	
A  A

 A


 A

     A

n
 A


Therefore ft


       t

n
  ft

       t
n
A

 varA

  V

 
 x 
varA

 	 V

 and A

wx
 
Lemma  Given a theory T    
  R in C t  T
 
X t

 T
 
 and
t

 twx there is a rewrite
e
z
 he
u
 t    wxi  e
z
 he
u
 t

   wxi
Proof By structural induction on t analogously to the proof of Lemma  
Theorem  For any theory T    
  R in C t  t

 T
 

T   t  t

 U   T   t   T   t


Proof By structural induction on rewriting logic proofs For the re exivity
and transitivity rules the result is obvious

 SCongruence Given a rewrite in T
ft

       t
i
  t
i
  t
i
       t
n
  ft

       t
i
  t

i
  t
i
       t
n
 
with t
i
 t

i
as premise by induction hypothesis there is a rewrite in U
T   t
i
  T   t

i
 
and by Lemma  the following is also a rewrite in U
T   ft

       t
i
  t
i
  t
i
       t
n
  
T   ft

       t
i
  t

i
  t
i
       t
n
 
 SReplacement Given a rewrite t

 t

in T  such that tx  t

x
is a rule in T  and t

 twx t

 t

wx the following is a rewrite
in U
hV       t t

   i   t




hV       t t

   i

   t

  h t     t

    V   t

i


hV       t t

   i

   t

  h t

    t

   A

V

  t

i
	

hV       t t

   i

   t

  h t

   A

i


hV       t t

   i

   t

  h t

   A

i


hV       t t

   i   t


where by Lemma  the rewrite  exists and is such that tA  t


twx and by Lemma 
 the rewrite  exists as well since by as
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sumption on the class of theories we are considering vart

  vart
and therefore tA  t

 twx implies t

A  t

 t

wx
 
In order to prove the direction  in Theorem  we prove rst several
technical lemmas regarding the correctness of the rules for selecting a sub
term Lemma 
 solving a matching problem with the lefthand side of a
rule Lemma 
 and performing the consequent substitution on the right
hand side of the rule Lemma 
	 We dene now a partial function e that
intuitively is the inverse function of e but also gives a term from decom
posed representation of it obtained by sreplacement rewrites with rule 
 In
particular
e 





t if e   t 
e
u
 
 opf

fg    t      if e  e
u
 
 opf

fg          t 
Lemma  For any theory T    
  R  C t  t

 T
 
 given a rewrite
Te
u
 t




 Te
u
 
 e  
if e
u
 t

  t then e
u
 
 e   t
Proof By induction on the number of applications of rules #
 and 
  
Lemma  For any theory T    
  R  C t  t

 T
 
 given a rewrite
Te
u
 t




 Te

u
 e  
if e
u
 t

  t then there is a rewrite
Te
u
 t




 T   t 


 Te

u
 e 
Lemma  For any theory T    
  R  C t  t

  t

  t

 T
 
 given a
rewrite
Te
u
 t

  Te
u
 t

 
such that t  e
u
 t

 t

 e
u
 t

 if T   t

 t

 then T   t  t


Proof By induction on the size of e
u
 where size  
 and sizee
u
 
 e  

 # sizee
u
 
 For sizee
u
  
 the result is obvious For sizee
u
  n # 

assume that the lemma holds for any e
u
 
such that sizee
u
 
  n Then given
a rewrite
T  e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t
i
 
T  e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t

i
 
note that
e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t
i
 
e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
 t
i
 t
i
     t
n
   and
e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
  t
i
     t
n
  t

i
 
e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
 t

i
 t
i
     t
n
 
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Now by assumption T   t
i
 t

i
 Thus by scongruence
T   ft

       t
i
  t
i
  t
i
       t
n
  ft

       t
i
  t

i
  t
i
       t
n
 
and nally by induction hypothesis we obtain the desired result
T   e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
 t
i
 t
i
     t
n
  
e
u
 
 opf

fg t

     t
i
 t

i
 t
i
     t
n
 
 
Next we dene a partial function snme that intuitively gives the cardinality
of the set of subterms not yet matched of a term that is being matched
snme 













 if e  
j sbte
l
 
 j# snme
u
 if e  e
u
 e
p
e
l
  e
l
 
 
snme
u
 if e  e
u
 e
p
e
l
  
where sbte is a function that gives the set of subterms of a list of terms
Remark  For any rewrite   e
z
 he
p
 
  e
p
  e
v
  e
q
i


 e
z
 he
p

  e
p
 
  e
v
 
  e
q
i
note that snme
p
 
  snme
p

 In particular if the rewrite  contains at least
one application of the rule  then snme
p
 
 	 snme
p


Lemma 	 For any rewrite  
e
z
 he
u
 e
p
 
  e
u
 e
p
  e
v
  e
q
i


 e
z
 he
u
 e
p
 
  e
u
 e
p
 
  e
v
 
  e
q
i
there does not exist any rewrite 


e
z
 he
u
 e
p
 
  e
u
 e
p
 
  e
v
 
  e
q
i


 e
z
 he
u
 
 e
p
  
  e
u
 
 e
p
  
  e
v
  
  e
q
i 
such that e
p
 

e
p
  
 and e
u
 e
u
 

Proof Assume a rewrite 

such that e
p
 

e
p
  
 By denition of the rules
! we have to consider two cases

 

is a composition of sreplacement rewrites with rules  and  only It
is clear in this case that e
u
 e
u
 

 

is a composition of sreplacement rewrites ! which contains at least
one application of the rule  Then snme
u
 e
p
 
 	 snme
u
 
 e
p
  

by Remark 
 Therefore e
u
 e
u
 

 
Lemma 
 Given a theory T    
  R in C t  T
 
X t

 T
 
 then
for any set of assignments A and any set of variables V  such that varA 
V  
 if there is a rewrite  
e
z
 he
u
 t    e
u
 t

    AV   e
q
i 
e
z
 he
u
 e    e
u
 e    A

V

  e
q
i 
then e  t

 tA

 and varA

  V

 

Proof By structural induction on t

 t  c for c  

 t

 cwx Then by Lemma 
 and the denition
of rules ! any rewrite  will be a sreplacement rewrite with rule 


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e
z
 he
u
 c    e
u
 c    AV   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 c    e
u
 c    AV   e
q
i 
with c  cA
 t  x
i
 We have to consider two subcases
a x
i
 V  By Lemma 
 and the denition of rules ! any rewrite
 will be a sreplacement rewrite with rule 
e
z
 he
u
 x
i
    e
u
 w
i
    AV   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 w
i
   e
u
 w
i
   A 	 fw
i
x
i
gV  fx
i
g   e
q
i 
with w
i
 x
i
A 	 fw
i
x
i
g and varA 	 fw
i
x
i
g  V  fx
i
g  

b x
i
 varA By Lemma 
 and the denition of rules ! any
rewrite will be a sreplacement rewrite with rule 
e
z
 he
u
 x
i
    e
u
 w
i
       w
i
x
i
   V   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 w
i
   e
u
 w
i
      w
i
x
i
   V   e
q
i 
with w
i
 x
i
     w
i
x
i
    
 t  ft

       t
n
 f  
n
 n 	  t

 ft


       t

n
 By Lemma 
 and
the denition of rules ! any rewrite  will be a composition of rewrites
whose last step is a sreplacement rewrite with rule 
e
z
 he
u
 opf

fg t

     t
n
    e
u
 opf

fg  t


     t

n
    AV   e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 opf

fge

     e
n
      e
u
 opf

fge

     e
n
      A

V

  e
q
i


e
z
 he
u
 opf

fge

     e
n
    e
u
 opf

fge

     e
n
    A

V

  e
q
i
Moreover the rewrite  will be a composition of n rewrites of the following
form
e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
  t
i
     t
n
   
e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
  t

i
     t

n
    A
i
V
i
  e
q
i


e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
      t
n
  t
i
   
e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
      t

n
  t

i
    A
i
V
i
  e
q
i

i

e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
      t
n
  e
i
  
e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
      t

n
  e
i
   A

i
V

i
  e
q
i


e
z
 h e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
 e
i
      t
n
   
e
u
 opf

fge

     e
i
 e
i
      t

n
    A

i
V

i
  e
q
i
Note that by induction hypothesis for any rewrite 
i
 
  i  n e
i

t

i
 t
i
A

i
 and varA

  V

 
 Also by Lemma 	
A  A

 A


 A

     A

n
 A


Therefore opf

fge

     e
n
  ft


       t

n
  ft

       t
n
A

 and varA


V

 

 
Lemma  Given a theory T    
  R in C t  T
 
X t

 T
 
 if there
is a rewrite  


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e
z
 he
u
 t

    Ai



 e
z
 he
u
 e    Ai 
then e

 t

A
Proof This proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 
  
Theorem  For any theory T  C t  t

 T
 

U   T   t   T   t

  T   t  t


Proof For t  t

the result is obvious For t  t

 by Lemma  and
Lemma 
 U   T  t   T  t

 can be obtained by composition
of n paths of the following form
hV   e
r
 l  r e
r
 
i   e





hV   e
r
 l  r e
r
 
ie
u
 
 e




z  h l     e

    V   ri



z  h e
m
    e
m
   AV

  ri
	

z  h r    Ai




z  h e

   Ai


hV   e
r
 l  r e
r
 
ie
u
 
 e





hV   e
r
 l  r e
r
 
i

   e


where z  hV   e
r
 l  r e
r
 
i

e
u
 
 e


Note that for each one of these paths we have the following assuming
that e

 t
i
 T
 
 then by Lemma 
 e

 t
i
 
 T
 
 Thus by Lemma 

t
i
 
 lA

 and by Lemma 
	 e

 rA  t
i

 T
 
 Note then that
T   t
i
 
 t
i

is a sreplacement rewrite in T with rule l  r and therefore
by Lemma 
 T   e
u
 
 t
i
 
  e
u
 
 t
i

 also holds Finally note that
by Lemma 
 e
u
 
 t
i
 
   t
i
 and e
u
 
 t
i

   t

i
 for t

i
 T
 

Therefore applying transitivity n
 times in T we obtain the desired rewrite
 
Therefore Theorem  is proved by Theorem 

 and Theorem 
  
 Strategies in General Logics
A metacircular interpreter may have a xed strategy and such a strategy may
remain at the metalevel This will make such an interpreter less  exible and
will complicate formal reasoning about its correctness Even if quite  exible
strategies can be dened say in a theoremprover s tactic language such a
language may remain a programming language external to the logic that it is
controlling In such a situation control becomes an extralogical feature of
the system
If strategies can be dened inside the logic that they control we are in a
much better situation since formal reasoning within the system can be applied
to the strategies themselves to prove important properties about them Re
 ective logics oer good opportunities for dening internal strategy languages


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of this kind because the metalevel being controlled can be expressed within
the logic
We give here general axioms for a strategy language and for one internal
to a logic Again we cover the case of entailment systems Similar axioms for
strategy languages at the proof calculus level can be found in 
Given a logical theory T  a strategy is a computational way of looking for
certain theorems of T  This may be done by having a strategy language ST 
associated to T  Generally we can think abstractly of the strategy language
ST  as a computational system in which strategy expressions can be further
and further evaluatedin some cases perhaps forever and sometimes in highly
nondeterministic waysso that the more we evaluate one such expression the
more theorems will be exhibited in further stages We can naturally represent
such evaluations from a strategy expression E to another E

by labelled tran
sitions   E  E

 If we denote by E the set of theorems exhibited by
E then our requirement is that if there is a computation   E  E

 then
E  E

 Of course transitions   E  E

and   E

 E

should
be composable to yield    E  E

 and it is always possible to add idle
transitions E  E  E Therefore we can axiomatize the computations of
the strategy language as a category ST 
De nition  Given an entailment system E  an external strategy language
for it is a functor S  Th

 Cat where Th

is a subcategory of Th

to
gether with a natural transformation   S  P thm where P  Set  Cat
is the functor sending each set X to the poset PX of subsets of X viewed
as a category with arrows the subset inclusions In addition the strategy lan
guage is required to be complete in the sense that for each theorem   thmT 
there is an E  ST  such that p  E
An internal strategy language for E consists of

an endofunctor S  Th

 Th

that should be thought of as associating
to each theory T a local metatheory ST  axiomatizing strategies for T
inside the logic

a functor D  Th

 Cat assigning to each theory T a category of
deductions DT 

a natural transformation   D  S  P  thm such that D  S   is an
external strategy language for E   
Th
 
Th
 
Set Cat
thm
D
S
P




   
We say that a strategy expression E  ST  is ChurchRosser i whenever
we have transitions   E  E

and   E  E

there is always an
E

and transitions 

 E

 E

and 

 E

 E

 We say that a
strategy expression E is sequential i there is a nite or countable sequence of
nonidle transitions 
n
 E
n
 E
n
with E

 E such that for each nonidle
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transition   E  E

there exists a unique k such that   

    
k
 Each
sequential strategy expression is obviously ChurchRosser but the contrary is
not true in general Strategy expressions need not be ChurchRosser For
example a strategy language can have a nondeterministic choice operator
 so that an expression E  E

has transitions   E  E

 E and
  E  E

 E

 Such a nondeterministic choice operator should then be
opaque so that no proofs are exhibited until it has disappeared that is
E  E

  

If a re ective entailment system has an internal strategy language then
the strategies SU for the universal theory are particularly important since
they represent at the object level strategies for computing in the universal
theory A metacircular interpreter for such a language can then be regarded
as the implementation of a particular strategy in SU In general it is
easier to dene internal strategy languages when a logic is re ective and such
languages can then be very expressive and powerful not only for U  but also
for all other theories This is indeed the case for rewriting logic as we discuss
in the next section
The usefulness of internal strategies is of course very general For example
in the context of typed lambda calculi the important advantages of having an
internal strategy language has been stressed by several authors Thus using
re ective capabilities both tactics and decision pocedures can be specied
reasoned about and executed inside the Nuprl constructive type theory 

Similarly Rue$
	 discusses in detail an elegant approach for endowing the
calculus of constructions with internal strategies as part of his treatment of
re ection for such a calculus
 Strategies in Rewriting Logic
In this section we apply to rewriting logic the general semantic axioms for
internal strategy language presented in Section  We give a general method
for dening and proving correct a strategy language and show how the cor
rectness of a universal theory greatly simplies the proof of correctness of a
given strategy language Since we have proved rewriting logic re ective for the
class C of unconditional and unsorted nitely presentable rewrite theories we
will dene an internal strategy language for controlling the rewriting inference
process of theories in C
As dened in Section  an internal strategy language is given by an endo
functor S  Th
 
 Th
 
 satisfying additional semantic requirement for our
purposes Th
 
will be the category of nitely presentable theories in rewriting
logic but with morphisms restricted to identities This endofuctor S associates
to each rewrite theory T a local metatheory ST  axiomatizing strategies
for T in the logic
Our idea is to use the re ective capabilities of rewriting logic and in par
ticular the existence of a universal theory U  to dene a subfunctor K  S
what we call the kernel of the internal strategy language whose correctness is
based on the correctness of U itself as a universal theory Then a wide variety
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of endofunctors S can extend such a kernel axiomatizing additional strategies
but their correctness can be reduced to that of the kernel
For example a typical kernel K can be dened as a function K which takes
a rewrite theory T    
  L  R

and returns a theory KT  with

KT 
 f
U
	 fmetapply     rew  with   apply   failure  idlegg
E
KT 
 fE
U
	 fdef
l
g
l L
gg
where if l  tx  t

x in R then def
l
is the equation
metapplyt

  l  h   i

   t

  h t    t

   x   t

i
R
KT 

frew t  t

with applyl  rew t  t

with idle
if metapplyt

  l  h   i

   t


rew t  t

with applyl  failure
if metapplyt

  l  h   i

  hu pl   u

 ql

   av   t

i and p  qg
In this case it is trivial to dene the natural transformation  that extracts
from a rewriting strategy expression the rewrites that it was supposed to
describe
rew t  t

with idle  ft  t

g
Note that the correctness of this kernel is based on the correctness of U as
a universal theory In particular the correctness of the apply  strategy
depends on the correctness of metapply    in representing the replacement
rule in rewriting logic But this is a result that can be easily obtained as a
corollary of Theorem 

Now we can dene S as extending K in the sense that it axiomatizes
additional strategies but always based on the kernel dened by K Consider
for example the function S which takes a rewrite theory T    
  L  R and
returns a new theory ST  with

ST 
 f
KT 
	 f    andthen gg
E
ST 
 E
KT 

R
ST 

fR
KT 
	
frew t  t

with S  S

  rew t  t

with S andthen S


failure andthen S  failure 
rew t  t

with idle andthen S  rew t  t

with S gg
Again we can dene the natural transformation  as
rew t  t

with idle  ft  t

g
Note that S extends K axiomatizing concatenation of strategies and its

As in Section to simplify the exposition we asume that the equations have trans
formed into bidirectional rules Without loss of generality we also assume that labels are
string of ASCII characters

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correctness is based on the correctness of K A more developed example of an
internal strategy language based on re ection can be found in 
 Concluding Remarks
We have specied a universal theory for rewriting logic and have proved its
correctness We have also introduced the notion of internal strategy language
and have given a general method for dening such languages in rewriting logic
In joint work with Steven Eker and Patrick Lincoln we are applying these ideas
and techniques in the context of the Maude language Future developments
and applications that we think particularly important include

Denition of a universal theory for the variant of rewriting logic whose
underlying equational logic is membership equational logic 


Applications of rewriting logic to give semantics to other re ective sytems
and languages

Uses of re ection in logical framework applications of rewriting logic see

 for a discussion of this topic

Metaprogramming uses of re ection in rewriting logic including general
module composition and transformation operations  and special topics
such as supercompilation 	

Further development of and experimentation with internal strategy lan
guages

Development of formal environments extending rewriting logic languages
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